
Whether looking for gift ideas for grandma or 

that must-have toy in stock nearby, shoppers will 

use smartphones this winter gift-giving season, 

but just how they do that is changing. Here are 

the latest consumer shopping trends that every 

retailer needs to know.
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 he most important thing for retailers used to be foot traffic—
getting a shopper into a store. Today, shopping happens 
everywhere: in stores, on the web, on the web while in stores. And 

it happens all the time, in micro-moments throughout the day and night. 
In fact, 4 in 5 smartphone holiday shoppers used their phone during 
spare moments or while doing other activities last year.1 This means that 
attention is at a premium, and retailers need to be present wherever and 
whenever someone is shopping. 

How can retailers make sure they reach shoppers this upcoming holiday 
season? We looked back at last year's holiday season and analyzed the 
latest retail trends to help marketers get a head start on their holiday plan. 

Sight, sound, and shopping

When they start shopping for the holidays, most people—nearly 7 in 10—
are totally undecided or considering multiple gift options.2 To get ideas, 
they used to thumb through catalogs or walk by store windows. But 
today, oversized catalogs fall under fire, and the web, rich with visuals and 
videos, is where people go to browse. 

On YouTube, gift guides are a popular and growing trend during the 
holidays. In this genre of video, creators like Grace Helbig, Zoella, iJustine, 
even Kid President dole out advice on the perfect gift and often endorse 
their favorite products to buy. Most of the time (70%), these videos are 
watched on mobile.3 That "anywhere, anytime" access adds up; in the 
time people spent watching gift guide videos on YouTube last holiday 
season, you could watch "It's a Wonderful Life" well over 300,000 times.4 

Videos really do guide gift buying. In the consumer electronics category, 
for one, 68% of smartphone shoppers turn to YouTube for ideas about 
what to buy.5

T

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/mobile-shoppers-consumer-decision-journey.html?_ga=1.169542626.2109883926.1446673098
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/mobile-shoppers-consumer-decision-journey.html?_ga=1.169542626.2109883926.1446673098
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/collections/micromoments.html?_ga=1.169542626.2109883926.1446673098
http://www.today.com/home/restoration-hardware-sends-17-pound-catalog-hilarious-photos-ensue-2D79795748
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xilZsSOCrTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PGgGT1WEbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2FoitrMC7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4_-yXiRcjM
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Quest for the best

Once they have an idea of what to get, today's shoppers face an 
overwhelming number of options, especially online. Want to get mom a 
scarf? Amazon sells roughly 225,000. Deciding which to buy can leave 
shoppers stressed, unhappy and paralyzed. (Maybe that's why, last 
season, nearly 7 in 10 holiday shoppers said they received a gift card.)6 

To narrow down the options, shoppers look for (what else?) the best ones. 
In the top retail categories, mobile searches on Google related to "best" 
products have grown by more than 50% in the last year.7 And more than 
ever, shoppers are relying on product reviews in these "which-one's-
best" moments. Last holiday, reading reviews was one of the top three 
actions shoppers took while shopping on mobile, up significantly from the 
previous two years.6 

Source: Google/

Euromonitor 

International, "Retail 

Micro-Moments," U.S., 

apparel, consumer 

electronics, home & 

garden mobile shoppers, 

n=500 for each category, 

Jun. 2016.

Source: Google Data, 

U.S. searches related to 

apparel, home & garden, 

beauty & personal care, 

computer & electronics 

and gift, May 2015 vs. 

May 2016.

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/oct/21/choice-stressing-us-out-dating-partners-monopolies
http://www.fastcompany.com/3031364/the-future-of-work/why-having-too-many-choices-is-making-you-unhappy
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/27/your-money/27shortcuts.html?_r=3
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/comparison-shopping-mobile.html?_ga=1.262324815.2109883926.1446673098
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/comparison-shopping-mobile.html?_ga=1.262324815.2109883926.1446673098
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Mobile is local 

When holiday shoppers are ready to buy, digital will play a big role, but it's 
only part of the equation (read: don't count on shorter checkout lines). 
People still value touching a product, but now they're tapping a screen 
at the same time. Mobile searches in stores are up by over 30%.8 Often, 
shoppers will buy on their smartphones right there in the aisle. Forty-three 
percent of mobile shoppers in consumer electronics have purchased 
products on their phones while looking at those products in the store.5  

Mobile in-store searches are up by over 30%.

What it really comes down to is convenience—what marketers call 
"frictionless shopping." It should be as easy as possible to buy something 
no matter where someone is. Nearly 7 in 10 people say it's important that 
a retailer offers multiple ways to buy a product, such as buying online 
or picking up in-store.2 And when they do buy online, shoppers look for 
free shipping; it was the promotion that shoppers most used last holiday 
season, more than coupons or discounts.6 

As shoppers look for the perfect gift this season, there's no one perfect 
way to reach them. Rather, it'll require a combination of tactics to get their 
attention. The one common denominator—mobile. It lets marketers be 
everywhere in every moment. That's true holiday magic.

http://www.timetrade.com/news/press-releases/study-85-consumers-prefer-shop-physical-stores-vs-online
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/articles/chapter-4-frictionless-shopping.html?_ga=1.153667451.2109883926.1446673098
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